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Introduction

�What is heterogeneous computing (HC)? 
� HC is the coordinated use of different types of machines, 

networks, and interfaces to maximize performance

�How do we maximize the performance?

� a common optimization criterion is to minimize the 
completion time of all the machines (makespan)

�makespan machine: 

� machine that is the last to complete

�non-makespan machines:
� the machines that are not last to complete
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Iterative Approach: Original Mapping
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Iterative Approach: First Iterative Mapping

drop the makespan machine M3 and 
tasks t3 and t4 and then re-map

time

Genitor

� one resource allocation heuristic considered is Genitor

�What is Genitor?

� Genitor is a type of genetic algorithm (GA)
� each chromosome represents a possible mapping
� uses a sorted population with the best chromosomes
� offspring generated by crossover and mutation

� offspring are kept based on their rank in the population
� good mappings stay in the population
� bad mappings are discarded

Genitor: Performance with the Iterative Mapping

� the mapping resulting from the previous iteration (of the 

iterative approach) is seeded into the population of the 
current iteration

� the ranking in Genitor guarantees the mapping for the 
current iteration is either: 

� the seeded mapping from the previous iteration 
� or a mapping with a smaller makespan for the

considered machines and tasks (compared to that 
from previous iterations)

� thus, the iterative technique can result in:

� an improvement
� or no change

Min-Min

� Another resource allocation heuristic considered

� Min-Min procedure

1. for each task find the machine that  

completes the task earliest

2. from all (task ti, machine mk) pairs found above select the 

pair (ti, mk) with the minimum completion time

3. add it to the mapping

4. update the ready time value of mk

5. repeat above steps until all tasks are mapped

Conclusions

�Genitor can improve the original resource allocation 
using the iterative approach

�Min-Min does not improve upon the 
original resource allocation with the iterative approach

� if ties are broken deterministically, then the resource 

allocation does not change
� if ties are broken randomly, then the resource 
allocation may get worse

� other heuristics were also studied
�these heuristic are included in the reference

Introduction

�What is the iterative approach? 
� the iterative approach attempts to decrease the finishing 
time of each machine in a given resource allocation by 
repeatedly running a mapping heuristic to minimize 

makespan of the considered machines and tasks 
�the makespan machine and tasks assigned to it are 
removed from the considered machines and tasks after 
every mapping 

�What is the goal of this study?
� identify which resource allocation heuristics can 

effectively employ the iterative approach

�Genitor and Min-Min are examined here

Min-Min

�performance with the iterative approach:

� if ties (in steps 1 and 2) are broken deterministically 
then the resource allocation will not change over iterations 

�the proof is included in the reference

� if ties (in steps 1 and 2) are not broken deterministically 
then the makespan may become larger

� example included in the reference

Min-Min: Iterative Approach

�Theorem:
Using the Min-Min heuristic the individual completion times 

for each machine do not improve over iterative mappings
of the iterative approach, if ties (in steps 1 and 2) are 
broken deterministically

� this is proven by using induction
� the proof is included in the reference

Genitor: Procedure
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